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How much can a detail count?
For us, details are everything, they are our hallmark because we 

want our voice to be heard.

Styles, places, and cultures are fertile soil to play with different 

souls, change, and become every day someone different who 

loves to tell the world.

TIGLAMI’s spirit is embodied by the Tiger, symbol of fierceness 

and adventurous character. We put our heart in everything we 

realize, making every product a little artwork.

Manifesto
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Tiglami

Italian Heart Global Heart



Tiglami is born from the fusion between Italian creativity, 
the excellence of our selection of materials and our 
cosmopolitan style. 
All our products stand out for their quality and the flawless 
attention to detail that make them an icon of style, comfort 
and uniqueness.
The result is a Brand whose the main strength is the 
combination between the eclectic style and the finest 

Quality.

This is what inspired Dario and Lorenza La Micela, the 
creators of Tiglami, to gather everything they learned 
during their travels, and combine it into this brand. Cause 
the best comes from the encounters of cultures, moods and 

characters that make us unique and unrepeatable.
“Italian heart global breath”
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PURPOUSE

VISION

MISSION

UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION

To help people express their inner, unique, 
adventurous, love-life self.

Make people dress their personality.

Create products to make you feel cool 
every day in every situation.

Tiglami is the Italian Brand that helps Tiglami is the Italian Brand that helps 
 everybody to express their everybody to express their

 Daring and Fun spirit. Daring and Fun spirit.
Tiglami

DNA



TIGLAMI’S WHY: 
STANDING OUT FROM THE CROWD, MAKING OUR OWN MARK.

TIGLAMI’S HOW: 
FINE QUALITY AND ATTENTION TO DETAILS ARE.

Be a Voice not a Eco

Tiglami

 Motto

Italian Heart Global Breath Daring Attitude
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 Social

Follou Us in Instagram and Facebook



Durable and long lasting, our Socks 
are crafted from over 70% cotton and 
with 3% elastane, giving a superior, 
stretchy, comfortable fit that will last 
all day without sagging or bunching 
up under the heel. 
Not only that, these socks are made 
using high quality cotton, combed 
cotton, a softer version of regular cot
ton that offers a tougher wearing fab
ric. 

The result is a pair of high quality 
socks that are breathable, absorbent 
and have excellent moisture wicking 
qualities, so you’ll feel comfortable in 
them no matter your level of activity 
or lifestyle.  

Italian designed, with our signature 
Tiglami look and feel, our socks are 
the ultimate accessory. 
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RED PASSIONANILMALSJUNGLE

FLOWERS STRIPED MISMATCHED

Visit our store to see the full collection WWW.TIGLAMI.COM

 Our Collection

GIFT IDEAS
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 website:  www.tiglami.com
 email:      info@tiglami.com
 follow us in Instagram and Facebook
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